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“The vista lay in a sentence gap.” -Clark Coolidge

I to what I want. ink like a window in elbows, hacked. tell my hand to 
form. of eyes on edge, a black. tiny walk up in an as. could jazz perk flick, 
a fit I sign, fish bulk. so lie the sign by axle, blind voice of the moon, face 
that launched a rhomboid light. door in simples will near the sound of also. 
not is in lasting how, the night you think on lunacy sole.

my nerves up tempo the mask, no wanting. wasting instead of a new, the 
cirrus silent, as if into the wheeling for a rhythm. nod the fit in bath 
around, I'd door to write a rumpled in the whispers. whirl the are as 
whistling, the window holes a serial, the arrow leaflets grief.

that's the I of madness sure, nouns kernel in the keys. but is when was. 
visible around you, into poem. say in the crack of speak, gaps talk of 
down, in spark, of top, a flattens fluting, as a nine, is waiting. mind 
luscious in the silly choral, whim again I'm sing. has I see as heavening 
are say, change when awake and work.

blood worlds the void, wavers coiled on window mines, twine of spine at 
been, a wound, rift haul the need I have. histories erased by calls. again 
are the abandon mirrors of a doubt. seal the crystals ring in chains. pen 
torn and pictures in aslant. swift as a wounding see and shoes.

like flap to be till boulder, belief the light in sum of soil. sill birds without 
the icing throat. words space wanted was a storm, adrift and address. 
reading the body to see is doubted in the list.

I roses delta noon, was fold the opens is. certain as a letter. an urgency of 
still. fill the light in inwardness, sound statues a steam of standing spans. 
maps list mornings, fear the eyes unfolding. you possible no place of your 
rising.

I stanchion the pestles tongue. tell sun for horn, the has and growing. blue 
plasma breath of plastic egg lights the hand with gleaming. in chaos, can't 
rattles the running, in nothing dance I wonder, from the vertical zero, song 
curled in a plasm of the whole. minute is a will of shine and other furls.



this want trace hex, there held in tellings. things sliver if thickness thought 
in tune. sign waking from the tone of thought. window waits in thinking 
lapse. will of a thought to fold. were of the then in wind when bend. I 
nothing the horn it says, snake into the repetition. mention walk all caught 
and weight, a filled stripe jars the gaunt.

seem to reed the scent bell, thinning that I collapse. a temporal tell. green 
window snake waits in went, thinking clothes on a lapse chop. will never a 
caught thought to fold the platform. I sense nothing the blue horn nerve 
would take, snake shirt into the repetition, fly mention trees, walk burning 
where caught and counting weight, a bland ring wheat the knees. were of 
the diamonds then in wind. when bend, their blues. seem to read the 
scribble wrath. I thinning that tell collapse temporal.

spine is flowers. lights shorn pen, the harm as mask, hive of mind and 
time. air turning the now in blank. sounds the invisibly of and.

and are the launched in spirit, a reading, the between. the lift is the 
desire, sounds the opal sides of strewn. I should boat divide in hum and 
throat the thrill to which. are is, and is divisions. into changes nothing, still 
flake cracks but greater reasons. light this.

the type has brain of rises in the fallen. still I as my, a nothing of the sky. 
why I with like less think is know. which smoke the rather but self at 
poems. away are any. all aren't and are and heard, teeth edge of month, 
midnight psalm in miles, preach ice anthem and scratch the frame, are 
blues, a two in one or net, horn dice hands core and code of sigil, sections 
ceiling bird, as luminous hands of seething, breathing will brains sea and 
laughing, mast my words from phantom floating minor then escape, there 
muscle nod and fray, horn floor their appear, in when and blue, in I my 
times are and.

movements then tea the trees speak stop. alone is to forget. silence's 
fossil is dissolve concerto. feet blurred squirrel.

been arriving, books letter doorway. at made page takes stay and am 
departure, large. woman's stars stack rain. jazz paper, violence addressed 
a darkened triangle. grass ground spine round faints. can one not and 
bind?

need blanker beginning risen then. on reagent binds. ruin gone finds rank 



gleans. window shines in petulant sinking. sway pants hoards.

dates mica read. race an airy perhaps. straight grainer. aloof a brain a 
man a grate. ground short windows or stormed off keyhole. not only you 
point so. over lower whose movements stop. above no houses not stone 
cold lodged.

plastered standards dream wake staggers as a carcass flags clay hands 
against mistaken air. windows hide blind spilling. light white against itself. 
its writing. wobbled speech a spell of crystalline spilled pill lightless glasses 
cheered rolled bedroom door bit time iron night prize of ancient interprets. 
smile of priest ignored blind nail. mind life of memory frozen tongue. post 
or whole bottles corner on broken boulders. long gone now, stone touch 
down bonds hole home.

the calcium realms live aligned in particles of partial. these bends of ages. 
these eases. edges cancelled applied house.

fenced drift. freight feeling from sediments. map tremble summer pumps, 
mill a smell of litmus wisps. mortuaries glass autumnal. creosote slipping 
whiskey sleep litanies of a paper weekend.

semblance of picture teeth. tabs of baths, raphe temperatures, vertical 
teens salt trains tonight. sticking the tome out the door. hollow glove 
bookshop from bop. bent bright buzz of barrels, morns calibrate a wrist. 
reads the shore rising in pectoral.

passengers collapse boards. chemistry pins. pants sign moon another in 
gun numb brightness, kept tamped under greenish freeway. slammed a 
hat in rain, descending tremendous stones in storm, booth border driving 
briar.

ceilings rinse kicked in length of hewn absence as face walls floor of 
clusters. barrel starshell. source born in dome. lasted was what patches 
dawned, weightless and waited spatter. errant pause for barked. crayon 
bastards rib.

rainbow moon to shoes. bead dries footsteps to intransigence. holiday of 
camouflage. hall sealing canyon, restoration to flat death. what blanks 
what rummage, what early cat?



small, alarming lean of adit. ring of witness ceiling, kitchen shine and 
edged egg teeth, time the thigh tied gutter to attune. sea carps round gigs 
dove, knees bare leaf folds cot. seats ill rebel, tooth’s fin sums body gull. 
was a weather, vain of whim. seep still bra lash coke and justice. sigil tale, 
fanged gerund pups. wit is liver.

dead calx suns once. trail lore then. maiden ice and parent’s thesis. dome 
mirror power. sigh of theist rings, in flat iron odd eye, half-cast hole tome 
matrix foams. sane groom lame sign, brine gall broom and handsome 
dress, bar piety dream bets linger on, implants coup vent ends youth ire 
dine tint endless via bell, keep lament tine slays, place sluice play slides, 
milk pinch glacial eve when peg rigged hell of the clock. ear monk leaves. 
pry ice soma. mood sings wind dowse and thin, youth bowls two elves in 
eight ball. germ melds night tune lute.

pinwheel eden, mouth grain acrid race. bare aura. thecal arms. shrill orb 
curves offal, webbed till haze or here.

tape barge apes bard, loaned vital mints, ink of the owned nit hours 
lapses, soaked in deer meat fuschias. letter reef. hemmed words eye sail 
ail to verbs, wind at fatal stupor tone, weed dangle long and inner, 
whimpering a cowl yet argue lungs in cash, rime asp tools gifts upon 
assume dazed roots and howl. bounding for load tremendous of spouts in 
loan division flairs worries indicative of ascension. rails magnetic contract. 
assert exact abandoned land fronts stand in and listen.

burns tuned sirens mention. pinch heightening lips combustion. the 
missing ring of chain. then the sit and plenty of placement. came radishes 
and hostile hand. warm nails dealing mistreated reason.

mail heartily as all, exactly. states arrived has flame. then the problem of 
moose seen better. apples take the village.

thunder sleeping minute crickets. garbage together higher, the entrance 
life. exit each treat of questions. depressed wonder endows the space tide. 
even dreams claimed chained sloven. across dogs hooves, something 
going on woods.

your nothing solved golf pistol. lock your you for auto frowns. too or 



network collapse, slowly cooking cost. you goes another roast. adult 
human nature caught want, a hated language fat.

weather terminated as stamp heaven. attractive harps arm a bear remain. 
last steam there longer nowhere, removed sometime while asked. felt 
mike girlfriends raped some basements. even the movies mixed the 
eyesight. tearing heard leavens left space. hastes subsequent wake 
congeal that ledge at distant read. myself the summer been the goes.

then rises like the sizzle. missed signpost turning into motion. articulate 
zircon buildings. which their since is animal, things index grains of things 
again. rest of quest risk sea diction. aid mission hang aster pose. cry star 
like fig. quest lent. thing for see.

void eve is oil, is ark. read ought other weeping. now ears ching urn at 
love. birds wind as pen, hive light on soul.

cross aches raw whim. thin bird story. book white ore. art lack sea heir. 
ear eaves his ring. wind pat as with.

otic feed faint sound. wedge depends, folds geometries lingual sphere. 
filtering array, corpse of anger hemmed in droop, facets dust, legs 
cloistering the plot. onions ice mind absolute. meat gold urging a knuckle 
semblance. notch needles disc.

magnet hands musk the crisp emboss. cell wheat axes, char and wrist. 
shards design the eyes which sleep in the mission matrix, coiled and 
polygonal. beveled ring, anoint the lie, array the sound in hoarded 
seeming.

jelly throttle. muscles noun the climbing. shrunk voids congeal array. sticks 
light. strings lists. all that stars a water cleave.

flat angle roars that back, animals and lake. tongue is touch. it frogs the 
horn with frond of rock. lamps ash mathematic. tells jelly.

but measurement houses the buffalo. horizons bath hands blood the open. 
locked clusters zero. apples fish as crisp. settle of roofs. a night rim eyes 
the egg. reef arc amber, candlewax and text. wrist melts the swords in 
animal.



pencil fluids the empty finger. timbers lips. muzzle jelly. midday arch peers 
speech. stone rings still given enough shed wreckage. sleep leaks the be. 
empties past the inch, hive of smile. peels sleep. flat hate weighted, fold 
the floor.

is the key of sleep, sameness in the quill. in even skin. bone roll house. 
disarray the sleepers.

decimal stirs. particle by partial, diminish pierced by pitch, content the 
score in settle, during midst. matrix gash mesh core, heals a sieve on 
wheels. mask axis furls coiled orbs occult. sac grasp wobble, keen sound 
at waist. time light spin a melt.

radiant gaze. inch score the blend. vacuum raze folds strings. I twin the 
cross of tongue. drool fire on verb, fingers meld. a cigarette of chosen 
spin, the rust bath, skulls for keys.

vacuum pitches. still is rolls, translucent ash. night eyes the hands, the 
measurement in sleep.

sphered edge every fold. not the skull, the turbulence, the semblance 
sleeps, eyes tongues. needle a throttle fire in nipple. sphering the coil. 
fingers fold the lamps. cross lips clings the ice.

abyss bone orb. ladder the fold to spheres of sleep. animal basalt in 
blades, thought's throttle lamp. key of needle, wreck the trumpet number. 
I inside a coil of other, orb of scale remains.

name raises space at rate of dream, interior of throngs. locked without 
coiled fold of veers, tongues tolling ash in skull.
the stone is a dozen of lips. flatness fingers once. bend needle that horns 
for spheres of echo. opens the array, the angel ladder still. lie curls the 
wheel raised by sleep. held wreck, but seas of hollows ring, particle of 
praying.

call em then our even stance. eve is thing in caul. then us. can take cause 
under stand. thing then dire yes. call wind summer. cross rimes and self, 
graph so. peak king speak sing rem flute flu wind. sin as king no thing can 



peak.

hopes wobble from that is. in praise of sin and excess. in a never back but 
not as other. bottled thoughts, invention of before.

fire leg said when moon, blood a sun on sheen. sound of slim held spell 
into a better. ramp lean poems of nothing on. bottle his fretless sprawls in 
was. they as spinning gland, the limping hell of fleece. later the metal 
books of knowing, of ladder off the letter.

emergent sun or peeled from hems. lemons whim a tip of bath. wheat 
mast with baited how in choruses of pulp. tea winters grow the shrieks. 
copse at rate, flick sticking name. pump shook foot. a stay in flames.

passion model. a patience are the bodies. as if a light now snakes into the 
pen. across dims passion at the semblance.

days against stale surface of pages. that what is back, redundant. went, 
but wasn't blew. in joy. led legible with there. tepid sleeping.

still weeds inside a surface, see terrace spell looped grooves. first it said 
still kindled, listen. inside lair with night. intervention stitch. enchanting 
backing easily, thread the eye of light.

note around the body. no longer fallow block of motion, more goes along 
and others wooden. not the hole one could shoot. inserted insistent signs. 
sails against the tale. turbid jewelry. trees quarrel. see settled feet in 
several.

sone is a pair of spin dream facets. lock unfurls the sleep in throngs. 
sounds the window petals write moot slant of shed is lodged and brought 
the molding gone for end. grist pillow of the single twitch slid nostril in a 
rolling grin straight halting thin as his. plump brow why wall of jowl and 
scrawl. bald nozzle glass folds mouthless bath never nerves in thunders 
nape. does even a shut of stirring pearl liquid fire in bubble stipple build 
through hold a head to what? walk are walls. distance is just stomp.

signs trees cave feel suns. enter stands their entrances. rocks were wears 
and decorates. came from my mistaking am muddle as has the blade 
when spread.



grim snow too shadow what twigs a tune -- is wheels your shell is twin -- 
touch seen in I a cloud the smokes -- the down and parables of a burn -- 
do flat desk breaks light in twin -- end has no sign of books

sign rises the inside dial and haunting -- barn the horn in tidal seeking -- 
sky hum sea with sun the grin -- I off a laced hem launchable -- key the 
sky -- a list all twigs hems the bluff

is bumps on time talked birds -- as a whole in flattened listen come wake a 
middle of -- said clock of jumping raptures as a wrist -- said a sign the 
start capsule has spurns a circle silence burn the clock of sun horizon let 
light fists still particle

let sunday greenery a sluice throat this roar of parent cap -- roofing folder 
cigarette -- whiteness timed of limes -- cob dot in toto -- glass air back a 
flat -- below birds scribble a space

elbow so how whole. still overall this hill. white whim, then opening above. 
of doubt tone afternoon.

has from bottle of gleam is window, what leaves parent the pieces, books 
in spin until the sways, a given below the syllables slant. slim health to 
pour snow in ledge of passing, asleep in angle a cleft sky opens, piling 
tone. rain sounded seen, center stairs. cave of then in pockets, cracks 
string the ring to smoke mute shells. enter stone I've verb against a pond. 
drum bell healed barrens barrel, pocket pond snake a knoll pinch cracks, 
the burst, harp fox caves ground to puddle, brain vines the ledge, a form 
of hands, of apple eye I being partials, brook of night silence light, writing 
use, eyes tongue the care where will wire sprung or lack of lash, mild by 
the then dawn jarred, brain of crusty innards, heat tethered over say. I 
dwindled in the father, in ground shadows of the floor that lie, wind sun 
smokes, oval youth, dark beach a nest of later and askance, I've since 
blurry emblem the cavern asked, the ball of never swim a sunlit, I curtain 
a gaze of hands as most, against before we cement the snow of drums, 
with I then and never I, too shadows must the caves, first bleak crack 
dapple, ache drums for no, dim deep with I'm, mouth of beach, shiny also 
poets and the dark of talk, ends in and, open where still my lean in the 
remains. all of the wound is a view of step, within of was, a still, a shrinks, 
the small of cave, then brink turns the surface to keys, one has the once, 
the few to keep, inside the dry and flow I world a wall as rested fix, words 
once ore of silence, crack light candle hum a dark, a stillness of tombs 



ledge, sides thin ring on edgy whiz, you beach the sky, air skin with feet, 
inside the night I flak a talk of time, talk waited rain, on is I tell this island, 
one night light.

bells for none, in reach forget is lapse, glimpse of I the writer bells as 
empty, snow whole leaves storm in writing, but the letter balanced fizz a 
year, as past so has, from enter among the slabs break filled, present 
fragment of the lattice, ladder glooms a stair of entry, ends floor stretching 
touch cave, we past I noon the breath of nerves, words still in again, then 
rising is a flat since sitting, read the naked I remember, pages time has 
burnt, a candle in the other, we under same in broken present, end but 
filled with see lights cracks, surface snap the size a snake rise in and turn 
the purpose, clock shuffle in the barrel chairs, I shells touch past a 
shifting, plays feet wheel against ice will, a sink in time our bodies rock, 
the road by smaller I'm fossils to the speak. still an either wills hole (an 
even still then since not). sow now as a this then nowhere (bolt a then of 
both). either often does a since like whole. then there did of as this does 
all. is near only nor much. were while a same will even a not still once do 
and as. (like since in never) (by up a most kinds like) (there is only either 
another whatever once) (of is as as as both of either as a whole) (beyond 
near an ever never). this is are.

a was since once. by a were of even for a what of way. were will for one. 
are itself often.

(as is so like as not) (for parting willing nearly never) (as other another 
through either still). from into then. from above until. some means as 
been. (as with so about). nears in either willing will.

do as part yet will as means. (part. do a means by stills.) both means only 
by been does not. (has by do while do means) (still by are and one by 
will). will as has by and and when.

has do as are by tends. (too like a one or will as some.) (how to does 
other of either. do or still.)

(how in by too. all as tend.) to of to itself (all other to apart) (a has a 
which by the have). have were part both stilling (besides was too and as 
too willing). (a does. but a stills as alls.)



(does you as you were. are of stilling same.) stepping loose sonance sun 
ruffle tune sulks egg sex of mist is window shiny rhythm discs seams stroll 
metric stuff of thighs laugh lash bells flesh speed and mesh of scream was 
wands nod below that bulb sonic far as flesh alone. window will beyond a 
water off again and tending. windowsill.

I am act on the insides of immense. lighting skin alive from nod. lit with 
misted health, with fire of bodies in which I room, shoring so emitting in 
enclosure, sleep of windows and water bodies pistol. far as windows 
buried sun is books thoughts read and surface, lake of blues and crucial to 
the short. to many blades of as as were to weave. are I care for lies when 
them of pasts. real penetration. sex head gaze nerve as day sleeps sod will 
drain.

moon windows mind, time ovens the born snare. we books is body, we 
entrance things, shells as shows, world lighted by departure. lights 
apparent length, though stitching center. but then the whole of name, 
meeting of know and nothing. liar with across, when were the clocks of 
name? wanted a reach, and was light. things as place of one. riff the head, 
a was of silence. imagine nothing but now writing world.

night leaked from the having. unknown erase, not circled, under noon, 
never but the known that night. silence echoes in cortex light. slow was 
bone in wholes.

into window in the hand is circling stiller glass. thought with eyes. bulbs of 
nerves. with arc on bell. no knot. lover aerial in decimal hush.

lips is fingers, flow and off. skin dims the quite of sight from firm but 
poured as flame of sap while flesh of things hand under lights the task bell 
tongue. eyes until tuned in return of opening. lips with eyes the tongue 
flesh fingers. is in of. bones skin tongue and settling. throat face from 
center rose in settling.

sex over ache as surface. touch tone at answer. flood as amber mumble. 
flat attention.

verb is reach. wreath member. reach in anchor edge is as throat under 
then whole threading tongue. rainfall eyes or needles under steam. edges 
under, in blue of, glass is tongue in see. in know and arcing.



all trenchant aisles horizon and are sill. ice for your solo. hand curved then 
poured. was thread if light, ample pall as mind. all the cure of pour. inside 
pasts or then in on the horn.

certain opening, entrance fever. ache thrall under. inner up. ace of body 
under am. sod of flesh, palm mind of a minutes burl. as glass, a dream, 
the litmus sound, skin the font and either. elastic room, bone doubles in 
the key. empty turn, the flow of border.

beneath the borders, was and floor were sudden as a hem. rooms oval 
floor. at center the silence in surface. when the soft is slow in still. 
euphonic rhythm frond spun next, forget a pun of hand. edge in fire 
acedia. a different there. one I knowledge with the tide. ground moon was 
tongue of torque, the rhythms of laughing health.

blue am. doubt answered. crossed to, then, by of. how enter?

from over. but had the series other nights. emerge in was, remembrance 
still and missing. turns, around a play in lights. still telling the act are 
names. hand who knew the I where you velocity, think beyond, for by, 
with nothing threads.

I, with the hands, then absent, nodding fires. light a hand so ink opens on 
remembered if when as you. turned a laugh and mesh as thought. I dream 
of horizontal eyes. thought with doubt is window. in decimals, nerves, and 
pen, turn lengths to sun this dark.

noon was mind as thought and thing. the body was a bell, the turning of 
the dim. this dream as world would night the head from think. blood on 
the turns is touch a thread and throat.

dream is face of flesh the rain is missing I bolt seeing still book from body 
into thought. answers body of dreams and hands thought. in window, 
from face, from eyes, from dream, to throat, to flesh of name. the body 
written in the blend. the length of dream and turn is each, is under 
answer, hand and body touch the thought, dream like sentence is spine of 
shown, turning stillness blends the thought in skull. indefinite position of 
duration.



chance of a periodical, open piece. words key is beyond between. beyond, 
at intervals, with. sun numeral clench rip hemmed remnant. room edge fur 
bulb.

sigh its slat. steam game utter the fall, bent night. sleep needle. tinted 
scar mulch scat. gate rule stark crane. its flag the tissue lint dyads. harp 
foams rift leering fears fist. time wire to golden over eye. ice slicks tragic 
horn.

toil of oval youth, blossoms bottom of the knot. shriek a grip on no, a gulf. 
numb glass pulling laughter silt up the rims of sleeves. hold mobile point, 
lands lap heave sea, knife oil near the pearl. brief or oval web. once love 
held a that as want, a way, but list in arc arrived. will ground lie style 
lights. file the kept, a blade is was. finger stroll sight alp ties hewn.

pant slot under pun, twine sown boats, lung steel in teems. to be in as and 
grown on day. goal prayers touched by sine. if free in time it soaks a fire.

bruised pith mall, mist holy rowing. price limping the leaked in cycles. ripe 
in change roils ample week. ink during weighted light, whisper strained 
within intent. next to sunk, less ink. spoon door suns dirt.

these that bell flays lisp or tighten. unknown pair near humble lapse. door 
cleaves price, these famous terse, bled trophies fin spliced railing, roam 
tines seen near lack. teak or trust. class stool rinse sadder, in or dark, licks 
dim, dense pens knack data. mild coup.

arm achieve naming canaan. glad noble lack, so boat slug light. soon 
moon ice rear seer slack, but rime said lamp slabs happen. tinsel narcotic 
tether lit.

slit tides spin rafters site. telluric ice age rage. ring light in daily think, 
imagine the meddling diamond. the letters wrath turns whittle, scribble the 
spiral starts, stand flash. mime appellate caste in flannel. allure due trial 
shores tyro kitsch.

pine lure ogham, merlin bells. going with begin like outside time filled with 
night scratches the nurtured street, mine in which behind is night itself, 
whole wounds gouge the motion drops forgot. cup scent miles with slack 
black roil. wing in lungs spins think and sprain, sun spans thin engulf. role 



crime laughter sneezes curfew.

simple tint lost parable asp. bells turf brings ice, nest gist yawns door. 
sudden ground abandoned, halt of air alive in luster, simple as the state of 
seems. clear dock seeks gone to name. or from sharp ream, dread of then, 
all gaming books or dormant lies, plus pliers chirp as gas life tools. pools 
green dripping maps. called guns taps came. fold noel with posses wild.

try can of angular reap, splatting thereby hemp. round while the answers 
etude grails dance. freedoms logic, tease ruthless senses. femto daze. 
vespers jeer, enter eyes. since about drones caution, animals lye doubts. 
thought nothing closed for open, words of song geometry, doubt ignorant 
of tempo, clock unknown in bound aporia of poems. views of happens. 
chapels lease or mine. south truth hinge the yin of golf, why raisin these 
on hedge?

rush in luster, trade salve for truth. the shone soul chain long past clock 
drain, before am roam encore. ermine hour. reel veer peer fuel, flow of 
plow.

more none or one, noons rune. hurled loam plural in palm of cloud, muscle 
bulb, baffled glands. sever the glance, white beckons in the reach. alert 
letter buried in delve, rise but seems, the name of edge. lying ice in illness 
drizzle, lace day waking brain. squeeze the stretch, fold a cone in boiling 
fence.

lit by lot in inner tents, among the frames, in rooms of flame. night 
questions the telling of intricate noise. rail meme, not tons. oval foot lit 
talk. hands that touch the shout fit birds ice prism lip. lurch bong lit pat 
dough.

tense vow rings the air in black, bent bow brings the bare I lack. writing 
this eye I hear in visible ink. discover interiors of auction. pliant orphan of 
the rector, when vain her thin, go be thy pills.

whiff trope cad then sever batch. no movie of stones poison told the door 
memory runs through curved rose, also closed, so filters past the studs 
since shape was ghost. road groaned out of would, loud moment into 
others, showers through the now and out in loan. the fire quest I intend, 
eyes sleeping, pressed to angles. pour ace of wills in lax. however, are 



twine dry, very of enough.

had etcetera. socket cogs deed wheel. am wonder over ice. not the 
numbers warded when cite meant dine scree of other. dream moment 
above these visible winds, light shell with sleeping inches, the middle a 
little will, rises wash.

hand sings in fonts then openings, the oval above the loan. the open 
moment, in amazement, while selves vowel the palette, then write the 
nothing still. speech flattens the beyond, then appears as sketch and shell, 
the letters of the leak. coal disc creek serene, bounce to code, mime 
grammar modes. efflorescence port erases ace of spell. bloom drum opens 
aviary salt. lace sand or zeals origami. ratchet guard match adobe of dice.

comes even in an end unroundness. eve the is but itch cause chisel. hours 
dare the harm. window image in stilled mind, then inner the unknown, into 
outer ground. back with ground aside. rumpled weather in the pages 
candle. young oval bolts back of the shadows. sadness as this witness furls 
the angles. here as sigh, the sight an own, hence sign.

the idle ones own reft eats. send in the den. came as the word and times, 
a single of the spokes. doubt the theist of is, age our orts.

tan rails call limn, ally with why. into an heir thin as noon the us but chilled 
as comp. on no spoke or ear. a blade of theme, looped art in wand, 
banned length, rough food, tooled wage. out of the it as slant at vine, 
blown on north, tall her mince foam cope. is fetter yet no hope.

sour fig bones to beat mob born twitch bargain mall effect. sob coast sans 
play. riddle air sack here. return the grammar of train to lyric, the vein 
parade, beyond. how not dot, born torn as mine, on issues mural in then 
quite round and pen wind power pleads. lust pyre fish, a pair of dine.

mound a plan, turn land. avoid around, a window bolt, doubts corner 
arrows storm. found ponders a raphe. tone kink loop pounce into a mist of 
hinge as word or saps tight grave and the cages tome seams fusion 
grammar poses since are math or lame at dreads.

font king dour with now. fight throne wear. talks tone bright as bother. cell 
self blip map and pew. tame age, spun cot, a role loam soul. sad shine jot 



a din.

do wind. face farms the date, sewn gesture of a dream. see the riddled 
waters closer, chosen voice, clock blade pool beyond the poses. fossils 
filtering lamps, matrix mist in weddings, white knife from inner intervals, 
unframed and unknown. thirst tear doom and roams the plows.

hymn tear a town. row same muse wicks rare bets. or are their lam, teen 
day of tact. pall rent in no. tile laid taste. pour rings to that. dress pages to 
garden stars, season the eye with other, sun in numbers among the bent. 
of team, two bit, was doubt, was bounce.

if aits, then dent of rove was town of tell. of here. bone melts in cross. in 
now hour taught, tune shine, but time and seen on sample trials the port 
by land in logic. I don't trellis a light as ice, say visible is from a lively 
placement. in knew the lively dark and hopeless risers, like a more off 
touched, a pretty. a more stretched on the bright. a not left with the light 
of minor, poets by the pith. lake fire in the doubt, dice crows the bursts 
and open dare, cathedral need of name is but the lever celtic lights.

I burst is average in the hand. at cocoon, the page interior, nacelle sheens 
believe. is doming am, it light the wind to doubt. my solid is the central by 
a cling.

we with what I ink for snooze, enumerate as slang. that's the boot in the 
mist of ache, the tremble of idle tighten. under text find ridden scents, 
aside as has in stars and peel. said in windows shells talk fingers. I voice 
from star that sound awake, so is no only shined. still ivory of monk.

tone iron evolve. stone brook. keys eye the chalices and seems. charms 
screen off. wander for. still golden or moon knocks.

come notion only. who off to brown. tendency never even here. road 
spondee parlor, never book.

still rod down tone of stone. sound ivory of iron. book loose, rope stroked, 
screen there the brighter cell. charms nothing bore. wander for the golden 
pillar of the option. still pillars of the saline moon who brown on molecules.

ones piano tong. later even never blue. table under relations ankle. leaves 



evolve the keys. loose from chance eyes rope chalices of seams.

transparent umpire. wander railing. still golden a moon comes option only. 
who to tendency molecules ones piano. wrong mirror even the loaned 
trochee. radio parlor sprouts. still bowing the ivory of monk. lip iron left.

turn book. keys loop the chalices and screen. harms wander transparent 
spire, stipple gold moon lotions. only ours is rive the saline limbs. letters 
are a halt of will. still brown on tendons never the night piano. song in 
letter throttles the parlor spout to blue. trilled sound lisps as tones evolve. 
read ivory in keys of but.

sone chalices off arms. wander a golden knock. cell your age in average 
singling off the shore. alpine as a tendency.

never ones piano in a road of spout. book bowing still, ivory or bone. 
sound stone. of book. off key. from rope of charm seams butter still, ivory 
of monk.

tire iron evolves in key. one book eyes the chalices. seethe harms screen. 
wander for a moon. stretch myself. I was bench and sleep, but slips their 
words emotion, brings phrases through the plan, emit.

time presents growth love shadow of the questioned nothing that plays 
the keep from skull with scissors thought where inches render. I seep 
beyond silence, threading drums with tongue. dream hands dance the 
sense, clung grace keys the taxi hinge. twirl milk lizard drum and 
everyone's a gloss.

no listening in bind, the sentence is an inch of you. words I bring to 
breathe, nouns noons return. high as a spell is happy, round as in. the 
along. horizon blaze as break. dirt shadow walk upper wait, which wire are 
flats of choice, shadow lamps a walk as wheels the hanging.

leak limit. word sees talk of dim is sound not damp or isn't. is winds that 
horizons essence in the polish. wind light empty window dials. fins still 
cells emit.

words fabric the shining in smoke, are parallel after flowers. I already too. 
name of a lick of visible lost. tongue a venue of aerials, a free I parallel to 



soap. my enter, the interior. not a road as certain next to penal. my the. 
body for what and wholly.

naked of dice, the water differ, I read the this signs fossil. wish through 
flats and nodded door, the minutes egg a story, the will rise horizontal. 
empty full of known. sense by name the type of past. wire forms absently 
gilding the vowels desire. opening the rise. spread doubts the noise in 
crossing. difference during one is waiting in I, the music breasts the 
reading. glass dark without voice on which.

the is does music at counter desires. grit flows. eye locks the smoke, 
ripples and fuzzes. the music I don't wheels dare.

only the behind, but see is not will I pacing skin to noon. words join the 
want to appear. telling the curtains I wouldn't walking the language 
pressed. but can't or the against. my finger reverse. the music read.

I don't lapse is the language for parallels the wrecked in reversal. keep the 
sentence with silence. talk signs as if the unknown I. spin horns to the said 
in a leveling of exist. mist broken in precisely more than searching. reverse 
present through the plain of and.

specific is as blend could factor. feet the opening arch, numbers then as 
centuries, an algebra of the hazard. go in whole approaches. the aerial 
interior, the night like other doubt.

smoking the decorative camera. so that's the skin soft rose. occulted light 
outlines the landscape, clock not burn the tilt. the loose construe to think 
without.

seems nothing but a nod is note myself in rain. inches from boredom, by 
hazard the words were dipped in was, by mouth of some perhaps.

I am the writing, but rain brings a poetry of the pool, the pronoun of texts 
despite. silence the camera. through a door by plight. that noise, with 
repetition. taken across the edges.

I have no arrival of alphabet. will is the circle, window a noun, face facade, 
all entrance. going as a chain in tongues. child inside a chance. in folded 
sentence, the camera of thought. hold the serious calm beyond impossible 



breasts. sleep in the sound of looks. squeezes the interior.

I don't born then dyed in flame of bridges. road the silence promised 
through thumbs of rock.
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